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1 Overview
Previously we have covered

|p− q|Ak
= sup

1

2
Σ|p(Ii)− q(Ii)| (1)

If p, q are t− piecewise degree− d distribution,

|p− q|TV = |p− q|Ak
, k ≥ 4t(d+ 1) (2)

If class l where p ∈ l is ϵ-approx by some t − piecewise degree − d distribution, then for
N ≫ k

ϵ2
, |p̂ − p|Ak

= O(ϵ), if p̃ is t − piecewise degree − d distribution s.t.|p̂ = p̃|Ak
= O(ϵ)

(we can do this by taking p̂ ϵ− close to p), then

|p̃− p|TV

≤|p̃− p′|TV + |p′ − p|TV

≤|p̃− p′|Ak
+O(ϵ)

≤|p̃− p|Ak
+ |p′ − p|TV +O(ϵ)

=O(ϵ)

(3)

Today we are going to learn how to find a t− piecewise degree− d polynomial to approx p.

2 Property Testing for 1D Families

2.1 Reproof p̂− pAk
= O(ϵ) without VC-dimension.

Partition R into subintervals s.t. mass of p on each subintervals is ≈ ϵ
k

N samples every ϵN/k samples is an interval. If N ≫ klog(k/ϵ)/ϵ, then each interval has
mass θ(ϵ/k).

Split R into 10k/ϵ intervals of equal mass. Each interval expects to see Nϵ/10k points ≫
log(kϵ) w.h.p. for all intervals has between Nϵ/20k points and Nϵ/5k points. These intervals
found by algorithm must each contains a true interval ⇒ must has mass > ϵ/10k

Each interval we find cannot contain more than 20 real intervals ⇒ must be contained in 22
intervals ⇒ has mass at most 22ϵ/10k
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2.2 Implication about Ak Distance
If I measure Ak distance and require that interval boundaries at these points. It won’t change the
value by more than O(ϵ). Shrink the intervals where p > q by at most ϵ

k
per interval and grow the

intervals where q < p by at most ϵ
k

per interval. Roughly this way decrease Ak distance by at most
O( ϵ

k
) per interval.

2.3 Making pAk
and p̂Ak

not too Big
For any given interval,

|p̂(I)− p(I)| ≈ O(
√

(ϵ/k)/N), (4)

var|p̂(I)− p(I)| = (ϵ/k)(1− ϵ/k)N

N2
. (5)

If N ≫ (k/ϵ)log(k/ϵ), then this holds for all I w.h.p.
If J is a union of m consecutive intervals,

p(J) ≈ mϵ/k, (6)

|p̂(J)− p(J)| = O(
√
m(ϵ/k)/N) = O(

√
p(J)/N). (7)

2.4 An Ak Distance Bound
If we partition R into J1, J2, ..., Jk, N ≫ k/ϵ2∑

|p̂(Ji)− p(Ji)| = O(
1√
N

∑√
p(Ji)) ≤ O(

√
k/N). (8)

Approximation: Find p̂ a t− piecewise degree− d polynomial s.t. for each J ,

p̂(J)− p̃(J) = O(
√

p(J)/N). (9)

According to Pythagorean theorem,

|p̃(J)− p(J)|Ak
= O(ϵ), (10)

so |p̃− p|Ak
= O(ϵ) is a good approximation.

It’s hard to find the boundaries to discretize p̃ and approximate it. We can apply a trick in
which internal gets the degree − d polynomial while ϵ/k boundary gets replaced by constant. p̃′

is 2t − piecewise degree − d polynomial. p̃′(I) = p̃(I) can ensure that boundaries lie on the
discretized intervals. ∃p̃, s.t.|p̃− p|TV small. If J ⊈ support, ∃p,O(

√
p(J)/w) may not hold.
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2.5 Condition
p̃ is 2t − piecewise degree − d polynomial with boundaries at desecration boundaries. For any
partition of R consistent with these boundaries,∑

J∈part

|p(J)− p̃(J)| < ϵ. (11)

Because we can’t check p(J), we have∑
J∈part

|p̂(J)− p̃(J)| < ϵ+ C
∑√

p(J)/N. (12)

If so, |p̃− p|AK
= O(ϵ)

2.6 Dynamic Programming
Subproblems: m is the number of tiny intervals, l is the number of pieces.

Problem: inf p̃ a l − piecewise degree− d polynomial on first m intervals and

inf suppartitions of first m intervals into subintervals

∑
|p̂(J)− p̃(J)| −

√
p̂(J)/N, (13)

which is a refinement of the partition p̃ uses.
Consider the last polynomial segment of p̃. Last piece interval m′ → interval m. Answer to

subproblem (m′, l − 1) and value from the best degree− d polynomial on (m′,m):

suppart
∑

|p̂(J)− p̃(J)| − C
√
p̂(J)/N (14)

which is a LP problem because it is explicitly specified.
C for any p ∈ C there is a t− piecewise degree− d polynomial p̃ where |p− |TV < ϵ. Take

N = Õ(k/ϵ2).k = t(d+ 1), (15)

this may lose some log-factor with the union bound while have a polynomial time algorithm to
return some distribution po, s.t. w.h.p. |po − p|TV < ϵ.

2.7 Property Testing
Ak-testers. Standard property tester separation in terms of Ak.

Given p and q s.t. either p = q or |p−q| > ϵ, tell which is which. Sample complexity is
√
k/ϵ2

(if the optimal partition is known, it should be like k-histogram, otherwise the bound should also
hold).
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2.8 Correctness
If C for p, q ∈ C,

|p− q|TV = |p− q|Ak
± ϵ/2. (16)

Then we want to test p = q versus |p−q|TV > ϵ, which suffices to test p = q versus |p−q|Ak
> ϵ/2.

2.9 Special Case
Identity: q is known as U(0, 1), reparameterize R doesn’t change Ak distance. p, q are both
k-flats(k-histogram). By reparameterize R, we can wake q to be U(0, 1).

2.10 How to Test
If I is a partition of (0, 1) into intervals, then test is pI = qI or pI far from qI, where pI and qI are
the distribution over intervals induced by p.

Take I to be partition into intervals of length ϵ/k, round like before, we have

|pI − qI| ≤ |p− q|Ak
− ϵ/2 (17)

test pI = qI versus |pI − qI|Ak
> ϵ/2, sample complexity is O(

√
k/ϵ)/ϵ2 = O(

√
k/ϵ

5
2 ).

Problem have been partitioned into too much intervals. Let’s get them fewer for smaller sample
complexity. Take I as partition into intervals of length 1/k, test pI = qI versus |pI − qI| > ϵ with
sample complexity O(

√
k/ϵ2). However, these intervals may not be enough to find the difference.
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